Evidence of frequent recombination among human adenoviruses.
Genome stability is a prerequisite for the production and use of adenoviruses for therapy of genetic diseases and cancer. To test the premise that the adenoviral genome is stable, the phylogenetic relationships of 16 adenovirus C (AdC) field isolates were studied in four genome regions: hexon, fiber, polymerase and E1A. The phylogenetic relationships in the fiber gene concurred with those in the hexon region. In contrast, the non-structural regions had marks of frequent recombination, to the point that an isolate of one serotype could contain non-structural proteins that were identical to the genes from a different serotype. Our results suggest that recombination among circulating adenoviruses is very frequent and plays an important role in shaping the phylogenetic relationships of adenovirus genomes. Analysis of the available complete genome sequences of AdB, AdC and AdD species showed that recombination shuffles genome fragments within a species, but not between species. One of the AdC field isolates possessed the fiber gene of AdC type 6, but a hexon gene that was distinct from all AdC serotypes. This strain could not be typed unambiguously in a neutralization test and might represent a novel serotype of AdC. Comparison of the right end (nt 18838-33452) of this isolate with that of the ATCC Ad6 strain showed clear evidence of multiple recombination events.